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Introduction to

Framing
Terminology and Concepts

Terminology: Framing
Level
Two points on exactly the
same horizontal plane.

Square
Intersecting lines or
faces that form an
exact 90° angle.

Plumb

Flush

Two points on exactly
the same vertical plane.

Two faces on exactly
the same plane.

Terminology: Subfloors
Sill Plate
Pressure-treated
lumber supported by
foundation and
shimmed to be level.

Rimboard (or “rim band”)
Engineered lumber (of various heights)

Joists
Engineered joists (of various heights)
which span the foundation. Joists sit
on the sill plate and support the
subfloor decking.

Decking (or “subfloor”)
¾” thick tongue-andgroove sheathing, glued
and nailed to joists.

Flange
(or chord)
Web

Foundation
Poured concrete
foundation walls

Terminology: Walls
Top/Bottom Plates
Horizontal lumber
making up the top
and bottom of a wall.

Sheathing
OSB attached to
outside of exterior
walls for strength.

Double Top Plate
Second top plate (also called
“Cap Plate”) overlapping and
tying together multiple walls.

Components
Pre-assembled pieces
installed in walls, like
windows and doors.

Studs
Vertical lumber
spanning between top
and bottom plates.

Bracing
Any material used to
make the wall stronger.
Some are temporary;
some are permanent

Terminology: Walls
Blocking
Lumber installed in a wall to
provide support and nailing
for something else (like
intersecting walls or cabinets).

King studs
Studs framing the
left and right of a
window/door.

Terminology: Wall Components

Jacks / Trimmers
Support a header.

3’
5’
Cripples
Vertical supports
above and below
windows/doors

“Rough opening”
The size of the
window/door
opening at framing.

Headers
Horizontal supports
spanning over a
window or door.
Structural header
(2) 2x8s on edge with
(2) pcs 1” blueboard
insulation between.
Non-structural header
(1) 2x6 on the flat.

Sill
Horizontal support
creating bottom of
window opening.

Terminology: Roofs
Rake
Inclined, projecting
edge of a sloped
roof (extending
from ridge to eave)

Ridge
Horizontal line of
intersection at the top
between two sloping
planes of a roof

Hip roof
Pyramid-shaped roof.
The hip itself is the
inclined ridge joining
two planes.

Gable
Triangular portion
of wall enclosing
the end of a roof
(extending from
rakes to eaves)
Shed roof
A roof having
a single slope

Dormer
Structures projecting
out from a sloping roof
(usually housing a
window or vent)

Valley
Intersection of two
inclined roof
planes (toward
which water flows)

Eave
Horizontal
overhanging lower
edge of a roof

Terminology: Trusses

Truss Tail
Lowest point of a truss,
usually with a plumb
cut and overhanging an
exterior wall.

Webs
Any vertical (and
angled) framing
connecting top and
bottom chords

Heel
The joint where top and
bottom chords meet.

Peak
The top-most point
of an angled truss.

Gusset
Steel plate mounted to
the face of a truss and
joining two or more
chords/webs together.

Truss chord
The outer framing
members that
define the shape of
the truss (the top
and bottom).

“Raised Heel” Truss
A truss whose heel is a
vertical framing member,
raising the entire roof to
allow attic insulation directly
above exterior walls.
(We use raised heel trusses on houses,
where we insulate, but not on
garages, which don’t need insulation.)

Terminology: Roofs (at framing)
Truss
Single engineered
roofing component.

Subfascia
2x4 or 2x6 lumber in plane with
roof and connecting truss tails,
creating perimeter of roof.

Gable
Single triangular engineered
roofing component that sits
on an exterior wall.

Dropped Gable
A gable whose top
chord is lowered for
lookouts.

Lookout
Overhang on a rake created by extending
lumber from the closest truss over a
dropped gable to subfascia.

Terminology: Trusses
Girder
A main truss (usually
doubled) supporting
secondary (jack) trusses.

Jack Truss
Secondary truss
supported by a girder
or porch beam.

Terminology: Roofs (permanent bracing)
Rat runs (or “Cat Walks”)
2x4 horizontal bracing nailed flat to tops of bottom chords. These brace
the bottom of truss system and keep bottom chords on 2’ layout.

Diagonal gable bracing
2x4 bracing tied in to gable peak and bracing
back and down. This braces the top of the
gable and prevents racking in truss system.

Frieze Blocking
2x8 blocks installed tight between truss heels flush with outside framing of exterior walls. Prevents
trusses from tipping/racking and helps prevent blown insulation from falling out of attic cavity.

Terminology: Stairs
Engineered Stairs
We install custom-built stairs manufactured off-site. They arrive ready to install.

Stringers

Treads

Risers

Terminology: Firewalls
Fire Walls
What we call a “fire wall” is a 2-hour
demising partition wall assembly.

Partition Wall
Divides two units

H-track
Framing
2x6 framed wall

Between layers
of drywall

Firewall Clips
Connect framing
to tracks

C-track
Protects
drywall
edges

Drywall
2’ x 12’ x 1”

Terminology: Stairways
Knee Wall
2x4 non-structural cripple wall built under stairs to enclose a
cavity. Rather than having to drywall and finish the entire
space under stairs, knee walls allow you to drywall the useful
storage space and skip the tiny sharp angles behind the wall.

Pony Wall
2x4 structural cripple wall built between floors inside stairwell openings at
exterior walls. This tiny wall supports the subfloor and exterior wall above
and should be flush to the inside of framing of walls both above and below.
Pony wall stud layout should match stud layout in walls above and below.

Framing Concepts
Roof truss system

Platform Framing
Each level (and all of the
studs in it) is just one story
high, regardless of how many
levels make up the frame.
So

Second-story subfloor

Meaning

Bears on

The entire structure transfers
load straight down through
each system to the foundation.

Each level serves as
its own fire-blocking.
(More on that later.)

Second-story walls
Bear on

Each level rests and
bears directly on the
system below it.

And

Bears on

First-floor walls
Bear on

First-floor subfloor

Framing Concepts

Balloon Framing
A single wall system that spans
more than one level of framing.
(As opposed to
Platform Framing.)

On our builds, these are most
common in stairwells.

Extra fireblocking is
required in balloon walls.

Framing Concepts
Stacked Framing
Framing members line up vertically
between all roofing, wall, and floor systems
so that the load transfers directly through
framing members from the very top straight
down to the foundation.

Why?
Stacked framing:
• Reduces lumber necessary, which
increases insulation possible, which
increases energy efficiency.
• Makes exterior sheathing and strapping
easier and more material efficient.
• Reduces the need for blocking between
systems and headers in subfloor systems.
• Reduces the number and size of
necessary structural headers in walls.

Framing Concepts

Bearing Wall (exterior)

Non-Bearing Wall (exterior)

Supports trusses

Supports gable

(runs perpendicular to trusses)

(runs parallel to trusses)

Structural Headers

Non-Structural Headers

(2) 2x8s on edge with (2) pcs 1” blueboard

(1) 2x6 on the flat

Framing Concepts

Bearing Wall (interior)

Non-Bearing Wall (interior)

Supports stairs

Everything else

Stairs, stair platforms, or stair openings

Doesn’t support anything.
(Even if joists/trusses sit on these walls,
they don’t bear on them.)

(2x4) 16” o.c.

(2x4) 24” o.c.

Framing Concepts
Bearing Headers (interior)

Non-Bearing Headers (interior)

Called out in plans

Everything else

(Stairs, stair platforms, or stair openings)

(All other interior doors)

Structural Headers

Non-Structural Headers

(2) 2x8s sandwiching (1) pc ½” OSB

(1) 2x4 on the flat

(Needs Jack studs under header)

(No Jack studs necessary)

